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Accounts of what it is for an agent to be justified in holding a belief commonly carry
commitments concerning what cognitive processes can and should be like. A concern
for the plausibility of such commitmentsleads to a multi-facetedepistemology in which
elements of traditionallyconflicting epistemologies are vindicated within a single epistemological account. The accessible and articulablestates that have been the exclusive
focus of much epistemology must constitute only a proper subset of epistemologically
relevant processing. The interaction of such states looks rather contextualist. It might
also be called quasi-foundationalist.However, in attendingto our epistemological tasks
we must rely on processing that is sensitive to informationthat we could not articulate,
that is not accessible in the standardinternalistsense. When focusing on the full range
of epistemologically importantprocesses, the structureof what makes for justification is
rathermore like that envisioned by some coherentists.

Contemporaryaccounts of what it is for an agent to be justified in holding a
given belief commonly carry substantive commitments concerning what
cognitive processes can and should be like. In this paper, we argue that
concern for the plausibility of such psychological commitments leads to
significant epistemological results. In particular,it leads to a multi-faceted
epistemology in which elements of traditionallyconflicting epistemologies
are vindicated within a single epistemological account. We suggest thinking
of the epistemologically relevant cognitive processes in terms of the
metaphorof an iceberg-the accessible and articulablestates that have been
the exclusive focus of much epistemology constitute, for reasons that we
explain, only a propersubset of epistemologically relevant processing, even
as only a part of an iceberg is exposed to view. When one focuses on the
interaction of accessible states and articulableinformation,the structureof
epistemic justification looks rather like what has been called structural
contextualism (Timmons 1993, Henderson 1994b). It might also be called
quasi-foundationalist.Yet, given the sort of creatureswe are, in attendingto
our epistemological tasks we must rely on processing that is sensitive to
informationthat we could not articulate,that is not accessible in the standard
internalist sense. When one focuses on the full range of epistemologically
important processes, the structureof what makes for justification may be
rathermore like thatenvisioned by some coherentists.
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I. Epistemological

justification

and psychological

processes.

Much epistemological discussion of justification has been concerned with
detailing an abstractnormative structureof beliefs-or, commonly, beliefs
and other cognitive states such as perceptual or experiential states. The
normativestructurehas been understoodin terms of various sorts of evidential supportrelations involving a more or less extended notion of cognitive
content (supposedly fitted to the range of relevant states). However, contemporaryepistemologiststypically requiremore for an agent's being justified in
holding a particularbelief than that the agent merely have states that are
evidentially related as described. They commonly recognize that being
justified cannot be understood simply in terms of an abstract structureof
evidential relations between cognitive states that the agent happens to have.
This is to insist that, in an instance of justified believing, the actual mechanisms of belief-formation and belief-maintenance in the agent must themselves evince dependenciesthatmirrorthose featuredin the abstractevidential
structureof contentfullyrelatedjustificatorystates. For an agent to justifiably
hold a given belief is a matterof that belief being producedor sustained by
the appropriatekind of causal psychological processes, ones that mirrorthe
normativestructureof supportrelations.
The recognition that epistemic justification turns on psychological
processes is reflected in commonly acknowledged distinctions between (a)
having justification, (b) being justified, and (c) giving one's justification.
Each is a matterof an agent's psychological processes, but in very different
ways.1 Giving justification is a matter of articulating, or formulating and
expressing, one's justification. It is thus focused exclusively on what can be
articulated;and hence is concerned only with internally accessible states.
Obviously, giving justificationis a psychological matterinsofar as articulating or listing such states is (or involves) a psychological process. Having
justificationfor a belief is a matterof merely having psychological states that
bear normatively appropriate"content-relations"to the belief in question.
Being justified is the matterof central concern in this paper. It is a matterof
the agent's belief states arising and being sustained by the right sorts of
causal structure.When havingjustificationis understoodrathergenerically,as
above, then we can say that having justification is a matter of having states
that are appropriatelyrelated in "fitting"relations and "supporting"relations-but just having such states, just having justification, is not sufficient
for being justified. The more that is needed is a matterof the justified belief
being caused in "the right way" by the states that the agent has. (Thus we
standardlyinsist that "thereasons one has"need also to be "thereasons why"
English usage of 'having', 'being', and 'giving' in association with 'reasons' and
'justification' is varied and nuanced. So our remarks are meant to capture some
distinctionscommonly markedby in these terms, and not to codify usage.
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one believes as one does.) Saying something about what can count as the
right way is part of the business of this paper. However, this much can be
said to begin with: in some importantsense, the causal processing involved
in being justified must "reflect"the relations implicated in what it is to have
justification; it must involve counterfactualdependencies between cognitive
states thatparallelthe contentfulsupportrelations.
II. A Proto-theory of Human Belief-Generating and BeliefSustaining Process as an Epistemological Commonplace.
So the central notion of "being justified" in holding a given belief is
commonly recognized as having to do with the sorts of dependencyrelations
exhibited in an agent's psychological processing. Accordingly, epistemologists commonly have come to dabble in psychology. At the very least, their
positions regardingwhat it is to be justified commonly imply views regarding what human cognition should be like-what it must be like, if we are to
have justified beliefs. Insofaras this literaturehas reflectedon apparentcases
of justified believing, and has thus naturallytended to presume that we do at
least have some justified beliefs, epistemologists have also presupposed a
view regardingwhat human cognition can be, and sometimes is, like. Such
psychological commitmentsare appropriateto epistemological theorizing:in
view of the connectionbetween beingjustified and undergoingthe appropriate
psychological processes, epistemologists who seek to account for how we
can be, and are, justified, are necessarily committal with regard to the
psychology of us creatureswho are supposedlyjustified.
Unfortunately,the psychological implications of accounts of justification
remain largely inarticulatein the work of many more traditionalepistemologists. As a result, the psychological plausibility of those same accounts
remains likewise ill-attended-to. While one can tentatively tease out the
apparent psychological implications of various discussions, it must be
acknowledged that epistemological inquiry could be put on a more straightforward footing, were the implications more forthrightly articulated and
addressedby various authors.What, for example, is "the mirroringrelation"
that must obtain between the contentfulrelationsarticulatedin the epistemological account and the psychological processes? Because such questions are
not articulatelyaddressed,and are at best hinted at, the psychological realism
or plausibility of various epistemological accounts is obscure. Because that
relationshipis quite generally acknowledgedto be important,these accounts
become problematic.At best, they are inarticulateor incomplete. At worst,
inappropriateor unworkable psychological implications are being convenientlyunderplayedor swept underthe rug.
However, the inarticulate character of epistemologists' psychological
dabbling is only a small part of the problem. Much epistemology seems to
be wedded to, or at least to tend towards, one substantivegeneral picture of
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what the relevant psychological processing is like (or to a set of closely
relatedpictures).That is, there is a proto-theoryof the epistemically relevant
psychological processing that (more or less implicitly) seems to be taken for
grantedin much of the discussion of the competingepistemologicalpositions
such as foundationalism,coherentism,and contextualism.These assumptions
seem to us to have engenderedseveral problematiclimitationswithin epistemological perspectives. Our task in this section is to articulate the prototheory, in orderto challenge it in later sections.
As a firstpass, the proto-theorycan be formulatedas follows:
PT

1. What psychological states are relevantto justification-and then,
what must be causally operative in the processes that make for our
being justified-are accessible to the agent. This is roughly to say
that the relevant information possessed by the agent could be
accessed in a fashion adequateto reconstructivearticulationof those
processes in the context of giving justification.
2. In cases where an agent is justified in holding a given belief, the
belief-fixing processes (the generatingand sustainingprocesses) are
occurrentlyisomorphicto the structureof content relationsfeatured
in the agent's having justification. This is to say, the relevant
psychological states are occurrent,and as such they causally conspire
to generate or sustain the belief in a way that mirrors the way in
which they contentfullyconspireto "support"the belief.

It must be emphasizedthatPT is intendedto encapsulatea centraltendencyto
which epistemologists have been drawn. We will soon wish to distinguish
some prominentvariationson its themes.
Some readerswill think that PT (or at least clause (1)) simply characterizes epistemological internalism.But, insofar as internalismis the view that
what makes for justification must be accessible to the agent who is justified
in holding a given belief, this is not quite right.
First, in certain respects, PT is weaker than internalism. It only insists
that the epistemicallyrelevantpsychological states-those whose appropriate
causal involvement makes for justification-be accessible. This does not of
itself entail that what makes for justificationbe accessible. For example, one
might hold PT and still think that what made for the justification of a given
belief is its being generated in a reliable fashion. That is, one could be a
reliablist, and thus an externalistof a stripe, and hold PT.2Of course, such a
reliablist would be committed to a view about what human cognitive
processes are like, and particularlyto what the humanprocesses that tend to
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the productionof truebeliefs are like-for thatreliablistwould be committed
to the relevantprocesses employing only accessible/articulablestates.
Second, while internalismmay incline one to holding PT, it is not just
internalismper se that would do so, but internalismplus the recognition that
being justified involves being producedor sustainedby the appropriatecognitive processes. Together,these entail thatthe relevantprocesses be comprised
of accessible states (andtheircausalinteractions).Because it has become quite
common to recognize the connectionbetweenjustificationand causality, and
because internalistsympathies are widespread,one would expect that PT is
widely held.
One helpful way of thinking about PT, and for recognizing its pervasiveness, is to notice its kinship with a common epistemological approach to
thinking about, or analyzing, what it is to be justified: the context of giving
justificationhas commonly served as a model for the kinds of causal relations
that are constitutive of justification. But, to the extent that epistemologists
have relied on what we would say in justification-giving, their approach
presupposesthat the sorts of states that can be articulatedin justification,and
the sorts of relationsbetween states thatcan therebe pointedto, exhaust what
is importantfor being justified. We are not saying that having-justificationor
being-justified has been conflated with giving-justification-for many epistemologists who take the approachin question would distinguish these as
done above. It is to say that the sorts of things that could be adducedin "the
context of justification" (that is, the context of justification-giving) are
thought to exhaust what is relevant to having and being justified-only that
being justified is a matter of just these things playing appropriatecausal
roles, being appropriatelyinterdependent.However, when giving-justification
is used as a model for being-justified in this way, we get an important
constrainton our thinking about being justified: while being justified is still
recognized as not requiring articulation,it can only be seen as turning on
what is articulable.
To avoid a misunderstanding,we should note that, while PT holds that the
epistemicallyrelevantpsychologicalprocesses of belief-generationand beliefmaintenance mirror what would figure in a full articulate giving of
justification, this is not to say that any agent who is justified can actually
fully articulatethatjustification. That all items in it are accessible, and that
properparts of it are thus articulable,does not entail that the agent can fully
articulate the full justification. (Although this latter claim may become
tempting as a result of holding PT, it is not entailed by PT.)
It is worthwhile to reflect on (and decompose) this use of justificationgiving as a model of being justified. This will help us to appreciatehow it
can seem so natural,and thus will account for the naturalnessof associated
epistemological points. To this end, we set out the giving-as-model approach
(or GM, for futurereference):
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1.

Justification-givingis thoughtto reflect the (normative)structureof
justification-having.

2.

Since (in the case of a justified belief) the causal structureof belieffixation is isomorphic to the normative justification had for the
belief, justification giving (in giving access as above to
justification-having) reflects the occurrent causal structure of the
(justifying) belief-fixation process. (Of course, since justificationgiving may be incomplete or elliptical, it may incompletely reflect
the causal structureconstitutingbeing-justified.)

3.

Although someone whose beliefs are justified need not necessarily
be able to give the justification in its entirety (since the full
justificationmight be very complex and cumbersome,and articulating it might then become cumulatively intractable), still it has
seemed naturalto assume that the full justification would amount
to, or turn on, "more of the same" sort of states that are accessible
in giving-justification. That is, it is commonly assumed that
inarticulabilityof the full justification, where it appears,is a result
of the difficulty of keeping track of all the information and states
that are relevant; thus it is not a matterof there being inaccessible
information and states entering into the justification-constituting
processes.

4.

If we are to be able to give the justificationwe have (and thus reflect
the states that make for justification) we must not simply have
access to those states, but also must be at least "sensitive to" the
contentful relations between them that make for their counting as
reasons. That is, while we need not be able to articulate what
contentful relations make for their serving as reasons, we must at
least be sensitive enough to these matters to identify the relevant
states as reasons.

So:

5.

(Clause (1) of PT.) The states that figure in being-justified are
limited to states that are accessible (This results from 1, 2, and 3.)

So:

6.

The causal structureof the justification-constitutingbelief-fixating
processes is consciously accessible (if not readily fully articulable).
(This results from 1-4.)

Thus, in sum (drawingon all the above):
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7.

Potentially articulablejustification is the justification one has, and
one's belief-fixationprocess (thatmakes for beingjustified) is occurrently isomorphic to this potentially articulablejustification (that
one has).

Again, we should emphasize that GM is not intendedas a putative argument
for PT. Rather, it is intended as a formulation of a very common way of
thinking of giving justification as providing a model for what it is to be
justified. As representedabove, we find thatPT arises naturallyin the context
of this model.
While we can point to examples where PT (and GM) seems to be at work,
documentingits workingin a decisive and fully representativefashion would
be exhausting at best. After all, the suggestion here is that PT is a pervasive
assumption that is honored in a range of epistemologies. Documenting its
working in any one case requirescareful attentionto nuances of what is said
and not said in the relevant texts. Such fine-grained textual analysis for a
representativesample of authorsis clearly beyond what can be undertaken
here. In place of such demonstrationwe rely mainly on setting out PT and
situating it with reference to a pervasive way of thinking aboutjustification.
We hope that doing so has alreadymade fairly evident the naturalnessof PT
(and GM) to those accustomed to thinking along lines that are standardin
contemporaryepistemology. We can, however, mention several examples
where PT seems operative. These examples are provided by way of illustration; they are not intendedas generallydecisive evidence of the pervasiveness
of PT.
Paul Moser (1989) provides a fairly clear example of PT. Much of
Moser's discussion of "justification"has to do with the concept of "epistemic
justification" as the "evidence" one has for a proposition, with one's
"justification"as "the truth-indicators"one has (1989, p. 35). As Moser
recognizes, a different notion of justification is in play when we talk of
someone "being justified in believing" a given proposition, and it is this
second matterthat is directly requiredfor a belief's being a bit of knowledge
(pp. 45, 151-58). (This second notion is our centralconcern here.) To begin
with, to be justified in believing a given proposition,one is requiredto have
justification-as-evidence for that proposition. And Moser's analysis of
justification-as-evidenceis characterizedby a particularlyrobustinternalismone that requires that the states that make for justification be more than
simply accessible. On Moser's analysis, if one has justificationfor P at t, the
justifying states must either be occurrentstates of awarenessat t, or dispositions resulting from the earlier operation of such occurrent states. His
analysis of what it is to justifiably believe something then comes to inherit
this robust internalism. This much is clearly stronger than, and implies,
PT(1). It suggests something of the "occurrentisomorphism"of PT(2)-a
ICEBERGEPISTEMOLOGY
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suggestion that is borne out by Moser's insistence that the causal dimensions
of "beingjustified in believing" turnon a "causalsignificance"of an awareness of an "association relation" between the proposition believed and its
"justifying evidence." (pp. 156-57), where that association relation is itself
established by a causal interactionof awareness-states(pp. 141-42). Being
justified in believing thus turnson a causal interactionof awareness statesparadigmaticoccurrentstates-a causal interactionthat is isomorphic to the
content relations making for justification as evidence. (To this, Moser adds
the flourish that the causal relations are themselves mediated by further
contentful occurrentstates-awarenesses of the evidential relations between
the agent's belief and the evidence possessed. Here, it seems, Moser views
cognitive processing down to the most detailed level relevant to epistemic
justification as a structure of occurrent contentful states; and again, it is
requiredto be isomorphicto the normativestructureof having justification.)
In all this, the centralmodel informingMoser's analysis seems to be that of
occurrent states interacting causally in a manner mirroring the evidential
relations described in his analysis of justification-as-evidence.This amounts
to a particularlyclear example of PT(2).
Robert Audi's (1993) work is characterizedby a laudable concern for a
psychologically realistic epistemology, with the result that psychological
presumptionsare commonly relatively close to the surfacein his discussions.
Thus, his dabblingis more articulatethan most epistemologists'. As a foundationalist, Audi's concern and focus is commonly on the generation of
perceptually induced beliefs, and it is here that his discussion seems most
psychologically committal. His "modestfoundationalism"posits the following sort of sequence (a sort that is fairly typical of what foundationalists
commonly take as epistemicallyrelevantprocessing).First a perceptual state
occurs; using an example of Audi's (p. 130): working in my study in the
evening, I "see a headlight beam cross my window." This immediately
induces in me a perceptual belief "that a car's light is moving out there."
This perceptuallyinduced belief is taken to be epistemologically basic and to
arise "directly"out of the perceptualstate. This is to say that, from the point
of view of epistemologically relevant psychological processes, the link
between the perceptualstates and the perceptualbelief is a direct causal one.
Finally, on the basis of this belief and other beliefs that I antecedently
possess, I may inferentiallygenerateyet furtherbeliefs-non-direct and nonbasic beliefs-for example, "thatsomeone has entered my driveway." The
generationof these furtherbeliefs need not be simple-they can be the result
of the interactionof many informationalstates (including beliefs) in addition
to the perceptual beliefs in their etiology. To relate another example, I
perceive a "distinctivepatteroutsidemy open window,"immediatelygenerating the perceptualbelief "thatit is raining,"which may inferentially spawn
the belief that the seats on my convertibleMaseratiare getting wet. The force
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of what is and is not mentioned in such examples is to delimit what are the
epistemically relevant states and cognitive processing to perceptual states,
occurrent beliefs, and their causal interactions. (Nonoccurrent beliefs are
apparentlyjustified insofar as they are the stored results of, or the sustained
results of, processing involving such elements.) The force of calling the
perceptual belief "direct"is not simply to insist that other beliefs do not
feature in its generation, but also to insist that, with respect to what is
epistemically important,it comes immediately from the perception (without
epistemicallyrelevantmediatingstates).3
For our purposes here, it is importantto note how the epistemological
action at the juncturesthat most concern Audi has been limited to states that
are paradigmaticallyoccurrent-perceptions and occurrentbeliefs. Yet when
we reflect on these examples, we readily recognize the role for information
that the system has, informationthat has been learnedand somehow brought
to bear-but information that is not carried in paradigmaticallyoccurrent
states. (We will later say more about how such informationis involved and
why it is causally relevant.) Depending on what exactly we take to be the
perceptualstate, there will be a greatdeal of informationsomehow employed
by the agent in either getting to the perceptualstate itself or in getting from
it to the perceptual belief. When the perceptual state is taken somewhat
sparsely-say as "a distinctivepatter"-we are less likely to notice the role of
information antecedently possessed by the system. (But, we wonder, does
"distinctive" simply mean discriminable-as in a noticeably distinct or
discriminabletone-or does it mean distinctiveor characteristicof rain-dropimpact sounds? The latter is not a "sparse" perceptual state.) When the
perceptualstate is taken as more informative-say as perceiving "a headlight
beam across my window"-we are more likely to notice the role of information antecedentlypossessed by the system and employed in their generation.
3

The present point receives further support when reflecting on Audi's discussion of the
"epistemic dependence" of beliefs on other beliefs (or other states). He relies on a
distinction between positive and negative dependence-x is positively dependent on y
only if x is the result of the presence of y; x's being negatively dependenton y is a matter
of the realization of x turning on the absence of y. Audi seems to see epistemic
justification as having dependency patterns that reflect both positive and negative
psychological dependencies between states. Thus, he insists that a perceptualbelief has a
measure of (defeasible) epistemic justification deriving from the perceptual state from
which it directly springs (and apparentlyonly from that state). This positive epistemic
dependency (of justification) results from the belief's being positively psychologically
dependent on the perceptualstate. This justification can be defeated by incoherence with
other beliefs, but he insists, this makes the justification negatively dependent on
incoherence-it turns on the absence of incoherence. Importantly, here, beliefs and
other information-carryingpsychological states are dropped out of the epistemic picture
when considering the generation of perceptual states and perceptual beliefs. Perceptual
beliefs are said not to be positively dependenton such states. At least at the level relevant
to epistemology, the perceptualbeliefs arise directly out of perceptualstates, which, from
an epistemic point of view, are the beginning of the story (they just happen).
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Of course, moving from a sparseperceptualstate such as the perceptionof a
discriminablesound to the belief thatthere is rain falling, or getting from the
perceptionof a momentarylight patch on my shades to the belief that there is
a moving auto in the vicinity, employs quite a bit of learned information.
(That is why we manage it, our dogs may manage it, but small infants do
not.) What is importantis how such informationgets conveniently left out
of the story Audi provides. It does not featurein the sort of internalistreconstructionof evidential supportrelations that Audi is ready to provide; it gets
omitted from the psychological story being told. What we then get is a story
in which the psychological goings-on are occurrently isomorphic with the
normativeaccountof relationsbetweenaccessible(or, indeed,accessed)cognitive states.
LaurenceBonJour'scoherentism(1985) providesan interestinglydifferent
example of the way PT has informedepistemology. Of course, BonJouris an
internalist.And, while internalismis distinguishablefrom PT(1), it certainly
commits one to PT(1). What is more difficult to see, and more interesting
when seen, is how BonJourhonors PT(2). BonJouris clearly committedto a
kind of normativepsychology-to a normativeaccount of the sorts of cognitive processes that make for justification. On the basis of this normative
psychology he is led to despairof our being actuallyjustified, as opposed to
our being merely potentiallyjustified-in effect, he despairs of our actualizing, or instantiating,the sort of processing called for. It is importantto see
that somethinglike PT(2) is implicatedin BonJour'svery demandingnormative psychology.
Reflecting on the various sorts of considerationsthat can come up in the
context of justification, BonJour is led to his holistic-coherentistic understanding of epistemic supportrelations. On his view, the justification of any
one belief turns on other beliefs to such a degree that, ultimately, the
justification of one's entire belief set is primary,while local justificationsfor
individual beliefs are secondaryand derivative.Now, what sort of cognitive
processing is required for an agent's cognitive processing to appropriately
parallel or mirrorthe contentful structureof coherentist support relations?
BonJour rightly insists that merely having a globally coherent belief set is
not enough for an agent's being justified. Somehow, the agent's cognitive
processing must produce or maintainbeliefs in a way that is conditioned by
coherence relations,in a way thatmirrorsthose relations.One might say, the
agent's processingmust "takeaccountof' global coherence.But just what do
such requirements amount to for BonJour? One very natural assumption
within the context of recent epistemology is alreadywitnessed in Moser and
Audi: that cognitive processing would need to mirrorthe contentfulstructure
of epistemic supportrelations by way of a causally interactive structureof
occurrent states, states that jointly exhaust whatever content contributes to
justification. BonJour adheres to this "natural"line. Since the coherentist
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evidential structureinvolves one's global belief-set, BonJourpresumes that
an epistemic agent would need to have cognitive processes that somehow
survey, that is, explicitly look over, his or her own full belief-set, noting
coherence or the lack thereof, and then update the agent's beliefs appropriately. In his words, he supposes thatfor cognitive processes to mirrorglobalcoherentist support relations in a fully appropriate,"actualjustification"conferring, way, they must work by making "fully explicit" the agent's
"entire belief system" and its coherence relations (1985, pp. 151-53). This
demand clearly reflects PT(2), as it requires that the full-belief set (being
normativelyrelevant)becomes, in some appropriatelyencompassingfashion,
occurrent and thereby causally operative. It is then upon recognizing that
actual believers cannot so survey their entire belief-set that BonJouris led to
conclude that actualbelievers are, at best, only potentiallyratherthan actually
justified in their beliefs. That is, while one's beliefs might happen to be so
contentfullyinterrelatedas to conformeven ideally with the coherentiststandards BonJourcodifies, because agents cannot make all their beliefs explicit
(and thus occurrent)as a whole, the agent's processingcannot access this fact
of coherence and therebycausally induce the agent to continue to so believe
as a result. One might be potentiallyjustified, in that, were such processing
possible, one would be justified by one's fine belief-set. But, for BonJour,
one cannotbe actuallyjustified thereby.
In what follows, we set out reasons for thinking that PT is problematic
and that repudiatingit will advance epistemology. But first, in orderto get a
fair understandingof the situation in contemporaryepistemology, it will be
useful to keep in mind several close relatives of PT. Recall that PT characterizes a centraltendencyinformingepistemologicaltheorizing.However, different philosophers will tend to hold onto and insist on respecting different
components of PT to different degrees. In particular,some epistemologists
may feel that the first clause of PT should be a strong constraint on their
thought, while not feeling a similar pull for PT(2). Othersmay embrace the
second clause, while entertaining alternatives to the first. So, it will be
worthwhileto explore plausibleweakerversions of the proto-theorycommon
to mainstreamepistemological thinking, versions that arise in the ways just
indicated.
A wary proponentof somethinglike PT might wonder whetherimportant
states have been missed-states that are not necessarily consciously accessible, but otherwise operate causally in the way envisioned by PT. That is,
without the assumption that all the epistemically relevant states are
consciously accessible, one might still hold to the second clause of PT. An
epistemologist doing so would be holding to the same basic view about what
it is for an agent's causal psychological processing to appropriately"mirror
the normative structureof supportrelations"-mirroring is still a matter of
occurrent isomorphism, on this line. Call this variant PT-occurrent isoICEBERGEPISTEMOLOGY
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morphism, or PT-oi. Like PT itself, PT-oi insists that the epistemically
relevant psychological states play their causal role as occurrent states.
However, whereas with PT itself one looks for an isomorphism between
articulable psychological processing and epistemic support-relations,with
PT-oi one allows for the possibility that there may be epistemically relevant
processing going on thatis occurrentbut not articulable.
Here the comparison with classical artificial intelligence seems apt. In
classical Al accounts, such as the account of visual processing in Marr
(1982), much information processing operates on representationsthat the
agent is not conscious of and could not raise to consciousness. (In Marr's
account, this is true for much of what happensin the early stages of vision.)4
It is plausible that such informationcan, and often does, constitutepartof the
evidential basis for certainbeliefs-e.g., visually induced perceptualbeliefs.5
But although the informationcan be unconscious, according to classical Al,
still such representationscan only have a causal role insofar as they are
tokened,and thus occurrent,in the relevantprocessor.So Al work like Marr's
suggests a model that extends the picture of occurrent,tokened, interacting
states to apply it to the sub-basementof epistemologically relevant processing. The furtheroccurrentstates are "more of the same" in how they affect
belief-generationand belief maintenance,except for being sometimes unconscious and not articulable. On this line of thought, justification-giving
remains an appropriatemodel for the psychological processes that make for
being-justified,even though the inaccessibility of certainepistemically relevant processes significantlyexpands the extent to which one can be justified
in holding a belief without having the capacity to fully articulate one's
justification. Pollock (1986) seems to point in the direction of the PT-oi
position.
Marr's computational theory of vision treats the human visual system as a device that
receives pairs of retinal images as inputs, and produces as output a visual representation
of the three-dimensional distal environment. The process breaks up into several
sequential stages. Initially the system constructs a representationof certain changes and
structuresin the retinal image. Then the system uses this representationto construct a
"primalsketch"of the surface outside the viewer. Next, on the basis of the primal sketch,
the system constructs a "2.5D sketch" of the viewed surface, explicitly representing
information about contour and rough depth in a viewer-centered coordinate frame.
Finally, on the basis of the 2.5D sketch the system constructs a "3D model
representation"of shapes and their three-dimensionalspatial orientations, relative to an
object-centered coordinate frame. Stages in this process need not be accessible to
conscious awareness, and some stages-the primal sketch, for instance-most probably
are not. (Here and below, we draw upon the nice summary of Marr's theory in Segal
1989.)
The passage from each stage to the next is regardedas an inference, yielding an overall
inference comprising a chain of component inferences. Marr writes, "the true heart of
visual perception is the inference from the structureof an image about the structureof
the real world outside" (p. 68). In terms of content, each successive representationin the
sequence is indeed evidentially supportedby the representationspreceding it.
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On the other hand, the sorts of concerns for accessibility reflected in the
first clause of PT are clearly widespread.Many epistemologists might wish
to adhere to these while thinking that the second clause is overly constraining. Such epistemologistsmight find inspirationfor developing a particularly
naturalvarianton PT in the psychological notion of "proceduralknowledge."
The basic psychological story here is as follows. In many contexts, how we
approacha cognitive task evolves as we acquireexpertise. Initially,we might
deal with a cognitive task by consciously representing all pertinent, taskspecific, information and employing this information in accordance with
fairly general-purposerules or procedures. In the psychological literature,
information that is thus occurrently and consciously represented is often
called "declarative";thus, the idea is that novices often attackcognitive tasks
by means of general-purposerules or proceduresthat operate on declarative
representations of task-specific information. However, with experience
dealing with a particularclass of common cases falling within the application
of a generalprocedure,we mightdevelop a special-purposeprocedurefor treating these cases, with some of the informationappropriateto the special class
of cases incorporatedwithin, or accommodatedwithin, the procedureitself. In
employing such a procedure,some of the computationaltasks involved in the
generalprocedurecome alreadydone when the procedureis implemented.As a
result, these subtasksdo not need to be redone as the special-purposeprocedure is put into play. Accordingly, not all the information on which the
general-purposeprocedureoperatedneeds to be explicitly, occurrentlyrepresented; i.e., it need not all be declarativeinformation.Instead,some of it can
be implicitly taken accountof by executing the special-purposeprocedure.In
the psychological literature,information that is thus implicitly accommoin contrastto declarativeinformation.
datedis often called "procedural,"
Thinkingin terms of such proceduralizationcould lead one to loosen up in
connection with PT(2) as follows. As a thoughtexperiment,suppose that we
start with an epistemic system that conforms to epistemic standardsfully in
keeping with PT. With respect to PT(2) in particular,we would then have a
system that employs as occurrentrepresentationalor informationalstates all
the sorts of states that are epistemically relevant. The epistemic system
manages to operate on those states in the content-appropriateways specified
"withoutskipping a beat." So far, thinking along the lines of PT, we should
be very happy with this system. However, the question now arises whether
something less than, but related to, this full conformity with PT would also
be unexceptionable. In particular,it seems reasonable to allow for certain
forms of learned development within that system in the proceduresit implements as well as the informationalbase on which it operates. One sort of
development that seems reasonableto allow is proceduralization.That is, it
seems reasonable(indeedepistemicallydesirable)thatthe system would come
to compact its epistemic computationaltasks in the way described above,
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where feasible. This would be a matterof acquiringan epistemic expertise in
a class of cases. But, when this is done, the system ceases to conform strictly
to PT(2)-the states on which it operates and the transitionson those states
no longer will be fully occurrentlyisomorphicto the normativelyappropriate
content relations underwhich, ex hypothesi, we started.In its present causal
transformationsinvolving occurrentstates, the system is now taking shortcuts. Still, the results seem in keeping with the spirit, if not the letter, of
PT. In keeping with the spirit of PT, with an emphasis on PT(1), what is
important is that this system, which has come to deal so compactly with
certain classes of cases, could have performed these epistemic tasks
"longhand"in full conformitywith PT had this been called for somehow, and
that the informationrelied on in its processingis accessible.6
We can then christen a slightly weakened variant on PT-call it PTproceduralization (or PT-p) which insists on PT(1), and insists that the
system could have fully complied with PT(2), while allowing for proceduralization so that in a given episode the processingin a system need not be fully
occurrentlyisomorphic with the content relations specified in a set of epistemic ideals. 7, 8
Informationthat is proceduralratherthan occurrent during processing is not conscious
during processing, since all conscious mental states are occurrent states. Nonetheless,
procedural information can be consciously accessible anyway. Roughly, such
information is consciously accessible just in case it reliably can be recovered in
conscious, occurrent, form under the relevant kinds of post-hoc elicitation
circumstances-for instance, in contexts where one is seeking to articulate one's
justification for a given belief.
The notion of proceduralinformation can be understoodin various ways, some broader
in scope than others. In the narrowestsense, proceduralinformation is information that
formerlywas employed in declarativeform within the given cognitive system, and now is
accommodated implicitly in the system by virtue of proceduralization that occurred
during learning; a "longhand" procedure has been replaced by a corresponding
"shorthand" procedure. In a somewhat broader sense, procedural information is
informationthat is accommodatedimplicitly and could instead have been accommodated
explicitly in a correspondinglonghand procedure-whether or not the cognitive system
has ever actually employed the longhand procedureitself. This broader construal is the
one we have built into our characterizationof PT-p. (One can envision an even broader
usage; see note 9 below.)
As noted above, Moser seems to hold PT. However, it is easy enough to envision a way
of getting something like PT-p out of his view with a somewhatlegislative reading.Recall
that Moser's account of justification-as-evidenceemploys the notion of a disposition in a
central fashion (as much of our evidence will typically be things like beliefs, which are
understoodas dispositionalstates resultingfrom episodes of assenting to a proposition).If
epistemically relevant dispositions are limited to such evidential states, and this is
certainly the paradigmatic fashion in which they feature in Moser's discussion, then
Moser seems to hold to PT. The reason is that such dispositions function as stored bits of
declarative knowledge. The notion of proceduralizationinvolves a distinction between
procedural and declarative knowledge-as proceduralizationinvolves a modification in
proceduralknowledge that lessens the role of declarative knowledge in treating classes
of cases. If, however, Moser were to allow for acquired dispositions that involve not
simply the declarative knowledge he focuses on, but also procedural knowledge, then
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PT-p is more thoroughly in keeping with the spirit of PT than is PT-oi.
For, PT-p retains the accessibility requirementPT(1), while backing away
from the full-fledged occurrentisomorphismrequirementPT(2) in a way that
still respects the general spirit, though not the letter, of occurrent isomorphism. But PT-oi, in eschewing the accessibility requirement, thereby
acknowledges that consciously accessible states may well be just the tip of a
largericeberg of epistemicallyrelatedpsychological states-a theme that will
loom very large later in this paper.In short,the requirementsimposed by PTp constitute only a modest weakening of those imposed by PT, whereas the
requirementsimposed by PT-oi constitutea more substantialweakening.
This being so, anyone who is prepared to fall back from PT to PT-oi
should also be preparedto fall back a bit further,to a proto-theorythat allows
for processingthatthe system can perform
proceduralizedshortcut-alternatives
in a way thatis fully occurrentlyisomorphicto the contentrelationsspecified
isomorin a set of epistemic ideals. Call this view (PT-occurrent
(or PT-oi/p). Just as PT-p cleaves to the
phism)-proceduralization
spirit, though not the letter, of PT itself, so likewise PT-oi/p cleaves to the
spirit, though not the letter, of PT-oi.9' 10

Moser could be seen as embracingthe more moderatePT-p. One can point to aspects of
Moser's (1989) that suggest an openness to such a position, but whether he would allow
for PT-p in place of PT is probablyindeterminatefrom that text.
Furthermore,it also would be in the spirit of PT-oi to allow proceduralized shortcutalternativeseven under a more liberal construalof the notion of 'proceduralinformation'
than we have adoptedin the text. This construalwould allow the possibility, for instance,
that (i) some epistemically relevant informationis accommodatedimplicitly, ratherthan
being explicitly represented during processing, (ii) an algorithm that procedurally
employs this information is hardwired into the system, and (iii) the system lacks the
capacity to run a correspondinglonghand algorithmemploying an explicit representation
of the relevant information.
Marr's theory of early vision suggests just such a possibility. Marremphasizes that
the visual system's inferences from its retinal stimulations to the nature of the distal
causes of those stimulationsdepend on certain assumptions.One such assumptionis that
"the visible world can be regardedas being composed of smooth surfaces whose spatial
structuremay be elaborate"(Marr,p. 44); anotheris that "the items generatedon a given
scale tend to be more similar to one another in their size, local contrast, colour, and
spatial organization than to other items on that surface" (Marr, p. 46). Given Marr's
general account of the input-outputfunction computed during early vision, it is entirely
possible-even likely, for reasons of speed and resource efficiency-that the algorithm
that computes this function accommodates such assumptions implicitly; it is also very
likely that the algorithmis hardwired.So presumablythis proceduralalgorithmconstitutes
the only way that the visual system can compute the input-outputfunction; the system
does not, and cannot, computationallygenerate a 3D visual representationby executing
an alternative algorithm that employs explicit, occurrent,representationsof the relevant
backgroundassumptions.
In order to simplify subsequentdiscussion, in the body of this paper we will largely
ignore the liberalized construal of 'procedural information', and the corresponding
liberalized version of PT-oi/p, described in the present note; but the reader should keep
them in mind. See also note 13 below.
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While PT seems to be the proto-theory of choice, or at least of ready
assumption among contemporaryepistemologists, PT-oi, PT-p, and PT-oi/p
provide weakervariantsthatmight be attractiveto the wary once psychological commitments begin to be articulatedas done here. However, our objections to PT are also telling againstthese kindredalternatives.The psychological understandingthat inspires our misgivings are described in the next
section. With this rather different picture of human belief generating and
sustainingprocesses in hand, the final section will sketch certaintransformations in our epistemology that seem indicated.
III. An Importantly Different Picture of Our Belief-Generating
and Belief-Sustaining Processes.' 1
Certain problems and developments in cognitive science provide reason to
believe that the humancognitive processes that typically produceand sustain
beliefs diverge in importantways from PT and its kin. The alternativepicture
emerges in the wake of a family of recurrent,recalcitrant,difficulties within
the classical, computational, conception of mind in cognitive sciencedifficulties often classified under the rubric "the frame problem." In this
section we firstdescribethose difficulties,drawingupon an influentialdiscussion by Fodor(1983), and we describethe alternativeconceptionsuggestedby
the frame-typeproblems.We then sketch one way of elaboratingthis conception, inspired by connectionism and by the form of mathematics that goes
naturallywith it, dynamicalsystems theory. Finally, we underscorethe ways
that this alternativeapproachcalls into question PT and kin.
111.1. The Moral of the Frame Problem: Belief Fixation as
Morphological.
Essentially
In the closing pages of Fodor (1983), it is argued that certain problems in
classical cognitive science look to be in-principle problems, and hence that
the prospectsfor understandinghumancognitive processes like belief fixation
within the frameworkof classical cognitive science are very bleak indeed.
These problems continue to plague the computationalapproachto the mind,
and suggestthe need for a radicallydifferentapproach.
10
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The most straightforwardunderstandingof Pollock's (1986) sees him as embracingPT-oi
as described earlier, and some of Pollock's discussion suggests elements of PT-p, as he
makes much of the notion of the internalizationof proceduralknowledge (pp. 129-32).
However, the importanceof PT-p elements within Pollock's position is ratherdifficult to
gauge, as he seems sometimes to suggest an individuationof norms-and thus cognitive
process types-that is too course-grainedto allow a precise fix on his position regarding
these matters. In any case, the PT-oi elements in this thought, and his appreciation for
proceduralization,might lead one to read him as an adherentof PT-oi/p.
The discussion in this section draws freely on material in Horgan and Tienson (1994,
1996) and Horgan (1997a). Some points we will make about psychological processing,
and their potential import for epistemology, are discussed by HermanStark (1993, 1994,
1995).
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The main claim of Fodor (1983) is that the human cognitive system
possesses a number of important subsystems that are modular: domain
specific, mandatory,limited in their access to otherparts of the largercognitive system, fast, and informationallyencapsulated.There is good evidence,
Fodor argues, that humaninput systems, including those that mediate speech
perception, exhibit modularity.Where classicism has gotten somewhere, he
says, is in understandingsuch modular subsystems, which by their nature
delimit the class of relevantinformation.
Classicism has made very little progress in understanding central
processes, however. Belief fixation-the generation of new beliefs on the
basis of currentinputtogetherwith otherbeliefs-is a paradigmaticexample.
Updating of the overall belief system in light of currently available new
information is a closely related example. Fodor argues convincingly that
these processes are non-modular:they need to have access to a wide range of
cognitive subsystems, and to information on an indefinitely wide range of
topics. And the very considerationsthat point to non-modularity,he maintains, also constitute grounds for extreme pessimism about the prospects of
explaining centralprocesses within the frameworkof classical computational
cognitive science.

Fodor articulates these considerations in terms of the analogy between
belief fixation in human cognition and scientific confirmation.Concerning
central cognitive processes like belief fixation, he says, "it seems reasonable
enough that somethingcan be inferredabout them from what we know about
explicit processes of nondemonstrativeinference-viz., what we know about
empirical inference in science" (p. 104). Scientific confirmation, "the
nondemonstrativefixation of belief in science," has two crucial features.It is
(in Fodor's terminology)isotropic and Quineian.He says:
By saying that confirmationis isotropic, I mean that the facts relevant to the confirmationof a
scientific hypothesis may be drawn from anywhere in the field of previously established
empirical (or, of course, demonstrative)truths.Crudely:everything that the scientist knows is,
in principle,relevantto determiningwhat else he ought to believe.... (p. 105)
By saying that scientific confirmation is Quineian, I mean that the degree of confirmation
assigned to any given hypothesis is sensitive to propertiesof the entire belief system; as it were,
the shape of our whole science bears on the epistemic status of each scientific hypothesis (p.
107).

Isotropy brings in the whole of currenttheory: any bit of actual or potential
information from any portion of the belief system might, in some circumstances, be evidentially relevant to any other. Being Quineian makes
confirmation holistic in a deeper way: confirmation depends upon "such
considerationsas "simplicity,plausibility,and conservatism"(p. 108), which
are determined by the global structure of the whole of the current belief
system and of potentialsuccessor systems.
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Since belief fixation in humancognition is a matterof inductive inference
from the information provided by input systems and the information in
memory, evidently it too must be isotropic and Quineian. Fodor concludes
that it must be non-modular.He also stresses that these global aspects of
belief fixation look to be at the very heartof the problemsthat classicism has
encounteredin attemptingto understandsuch centralprocesses:
The difficulties we encounter when we try to construct theories of central processes are just
the sort we would expect to encounter if such processes are, in essential respects,
Quineian/isotropic.... The crux in the constructionof such theories is that there seems to be no
way to delimit the sorts of informational resources which may affect, or be affected by,
central processes of problem-solving. We can't, that is to say, plausibly view the fixation of
belief as effected by computations over bounded, local information structures. A graphic
example of this sort of difficulty arises in Al, where it has come to be known as the "frame
problem"(i.e., the problem of putting a "frame"aroundthe set of beliefs that may need to be
revised in light of specified newly available information)(pp. 112-13).

When one considers the sorryhistory of attemptsin philosophy of science
to constructa theory of confirmation,the prospectsfor understandingcentral
processing within the classical computationalparadigmlook very discouragingindeed:
Consider...the situation in the philosophy of science, where we can see the issues about
fixation of belief writ large. Here an interesting contrast is between deductive logic-the
history of which is, surely, one of the great success stories of humanhistory-and confirmation
theory which, by fairly general consensus, is a field that mostly does not exist. My point is that
this asymmetry,too, is likely no accident. Deductive logic is the theory of validity, and validity
is a local property of sentences. Roughly, the idea is that the validity of a sentence is determined given a specificationof its logical form, and the logical form of a sentence is determined
given a specification of its vocabularyand syntax. In this respect, the level of validity contrasts
starklywith the level of confirmation,since the latter...is highly sensitive to global propertiesof
belief systems.... The problemin both cases is to get the structureof the entire belief system to
bear on individual occasions of belief fixation. We have, to put it bluntly, no computational
formalisms that show us how to do this, and we have no idea how such formalisms might be
developed.... In this respect, cognitive science hasn't even started; we are literally no farther
advanced than we were in the darkest days of behaviorism.... If someone-a Dreyfus, for
example-were to ask us why we should even suppose that the digital computeris a plausible
mechanism for the simulation of global cognitive processes, the answering silence would be
deafening (pp. 128-29).

These are wise words. Let us underscoretheir wisdom by dwelling just a
bit on the depth of, and the apparentlyin-principlenatureof, the difficulties
encountered by attemptsto model global cognitive processes computationally. Take, first, the Quineian aspect of belief systems. Simplicity and
conservatism are properties of (or relations between) belief systems that
depend upon the formal, semantic, and evidential relations among all of the
beliefs in the system(s). A computationalsystem would have to somehow
survey the entire stock of beliefs, in a mannerthat tracksall the multifarious
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interconnections among the beliefs, and somehow derive a measure of net
overall simplicity and net overall conservatismfrom these local features. As
Fodor said, "We have.. .no computationalformalismsthat show us how to do
this, and... no idea how such formalisms might be developed...." (Recall
BonJour'sproblems.)
In addition, when new informationcomes in from the input modules, the
central system would have to find, from among the vastly many competing,
incompatible ways of revising the whole system to accommodate this new
information,a mode of revision that maintainsoverall simplicity and conservatism better than most of the others. All this would have to done via
tractable computation, executable quite rapidly. Not only do we have no
computationalformalismsthat show us how to do this; it's a highly credible
hypothesis that a (tractable)computationalsystem with these features is just
impossible, for belief systems on the scale possessed by humanbeings.
Now consider isotropy-the potential relevance of anything to anything.
Fodor's definition of isotropy suggests that the problem is that there is too
much thatmay need to be considered,and thatthere is no known manageable
way to bring what is needed into consideration. This is typical of the way
frame type problemsare perceived.But thereis actuallyan even deeperproblem concerning relevance, a problem suggested by Fodor's talk of local
versus global propertiesand by his comparisonwith the historical failure of
confirmation theory: viz., that relevance itself is a Quineian as well as an
isotropic property. How is (e.g., confirmatory)relevance to be determined
computationally? Certainly, some observations are necessary to establish
general beliefs like the belief that almost all crows are black. But the belief
that many black crows have been observed and that no non-black ones have
been observed does not, by itself, supportan inference concerning crows in
general or concerning any particularcrow. For a cognitive system to make
such an inference, the predicate 'black' must be projectable for the system
relative to the predicate 'crow'. But projectabilityof predicates is a global
feature of a cognitive system. The projectabilityof one predicaterelative to
anotherfor a cognitive system depends upon features of a great many other
relevantly (!) similar predicates within the cognitive system. Thus, belief
fixation depends upon projectability,and in the real world, projectabilityof
any single predicate for a cognitive system depends upon relations among
large numbersof cognitive states of that system.
Fodor, in the passages bemoaningthe lack of an available computational
formalism, is telling us that human central processing evidently does not
operate via any kinds of computationwe currentlyknow about or can even
contemplate.Somethingelse is needed. Whatmight it be?
Frame-typeproblemsarise largely because of the apparentcomputational
intractabilityof managing all relevant information,insofar as that information gets explicitly represented in the course of cognitive processing. What
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this suggests is that somehow, belief fixation and relatedcognitive processes
operatein a way thataccommodatesmuch relevantinformationautomatically
and implicitly. The suggestion is that the holistic aspects of belief fixationthe isotropic and Quineian aspects-involve not the finding and fetching of
relevantrepresentationsfrom memory-bankswhere they are storedin explicit
form (to accommodateisotropy),and not the overtrepresentationand comparative evaluationof large-scalealternativebelief-systems (to accommodatethe
Quinean dimension). Rather,these holistic aspects are somehow implicit in
the structureof the cognitive system, in such a way that temporaltransitions
from one occurrent cognitive state to another accommodate the holistic
aspects automatically. In the terminology of Horgan and Tienson (1995,
1996), the holistic informationalcontentis morphological,ratherthan occurrent. Morphologicalcontent is informationthat (i) is implicit in the standing
structureof the cognitive system (ratherthan explicitly represented in the
system's occurrentcognitive states), and (ii) gets accommodatedin cognitive
processing without getting explicitly represented in occurrent cognitive
states, either conscious or unconscious.
The apparentmoral of the frame problemis that in general, humanbelief
fixation must operate in a way that draws heavily upon morphological
content, in order to avoid computational intractability. As we will put it,
these processes are essentially morphological.They are not accomplishedby
computationally manipulating explicit, occurrent, representations of all
relevantinformation.Nor, therefore,are they accomplishedby proceduralized
computationalprocesses thatare mere shorthandalgorithmsfor computations
that could instead have been carried out in a way that renders all relevant
informationexplicitly. Essentially morphologicalprocessing is a fundamentally differentway of accommodatingthe holistic aspects of belief fixation.
111.2. Dynamical

Cognition

and Morphological

Content.

How might the daunting task of essentially morphological processing get
accomplished,in humancognition? To our knowledge, there certainlyare no
models in cognitive science that come close to achieving such processing for
cognitive tasks even remotely comparablein complexity to those handledin
real human thought. Nor is there any good reason, as far as we know, to
think that any extant models are likely to "scale up" in a smooth and direct
way, so that an adequateaccount of real human cognition would turn out to
be just a straightforwardextension of the given model. This is no less true
for connectionistmodels thanit is for classical computationalmodels.
Nonetheless, a general conception of human cognition has begun to
emerge within cognitive science that is potentially more powerful than the
classical computational conception of mind, and that provides the broad
outlines of a positive answerto the question, "How is essentially morphological processing possible?"This alternativeconception draws cautiously upon
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connectionist modeling, in a way that eschews unduly optimistic assumptions aboutthe scale-up potentialof extantmodels. It also draws upon a form
of mathematicsthat is naturalfor describingconnectionistmodels-dynamical systems theory. This nonclassical framework for cognitive science is
describedat length in Horganand Tienson (1996). Here we offer a very brief
sketch of connectionism, dynamical systems theory, and the nonclassical
framework-with emphasis on features that are especially germane to
morphologicalcontent.
A connectionist system, or neural network, is a structure of simple
neuron-likeprocessorscalled nodes or units. Each node has directed connections to other nodes, so that the nodes send and receive excitatory and
inhibitory signals to and from one another.The total input to a node determines its state of activation. When a node is on, it sends out signals to the
nodes to which it has output connections, with the intensity of a signal
depending upon both (i) the activation level of the sending node and (ii) the
strength or "weight" of the connection between it and the receiving node.
Typically at each momentduringprocessing,many nodes are simultaneously
sending signals to others.
In a connectionist system, informationis actively representedas a pattern
of activation. When the information is not in use, that pattern is nowhere
presentin the system; it is not storedas a data structure.The only representations ever present are the active ones. On the other hand, informationcan be
said to be implicitly present in a connectionist system-or "in the weights,"
as connectionistslike to say-if the weighted connections subserve representation-level dispositions that are appropriate to that information. Such
information constitutes morphological content in the system, rather than
explicitly-representedcontent.Among the apparentadvantagesof connectionist systems, by contrast with classical computational systems, is that
morphological information "in the weights" gets accommodated automatically duringprocessing, withoutany need for a centralprocessing unit to find
and fetch task-relevantinformationfrom some separatememory banks where
it gets stored in explicit form while not in use.
Learning is conceived quite differently within connectionism than it is
within the classical approach,since connectionistsystems do not store representations. Because learning involves the system's undergoing weight
dispositions appropriateto the
changes that renderits representation-forming
content of what is learned, learning is the acquisition, "in the weights," of
new morphologicalcontent.
The branch of mathematics called dynamical systems theory is often
applied to connectionist models. To describe some physical system (e.g., a
planetarysystem, or a connectionistnetwork)mathematicallyas a dynamical
system is to specify in a certain way its temporalevolution, both actual and
hypothetical.The set of all possible states of the physical system-so characICEBERGEPISTEMOLOGY
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terized-is the mathematicalsystem's abstract,high-dimensionalstate space.
Each magnitude or parameterof the physical system is assigned a separate
dimension of this mathematicalspace, and each possible state of the physical
system, as determinedby the values of these magnitudes, correspondsto a
point in state space. A dynamical system, as such, is essentially a complete
mathematicaldescription of how the physical system would evolve temporally from any possible initial state; it is a collection of trajectoriesthrough
state-space, with a trajectoryemanating from each point in state space. A
useful geometrical metaphorfor dynamical systems is the notion of a landscape. A dynamicalsystem describinga physical system involving n distinct
magnitudesis the n-dimensionalanalog of a two dimensional,non-Euclidean,
contouredsurface:i.e., a topological molding of the n-dimensionalstate space
such that, were this surface oriented "horizontally"in an (n+]) dimensional
space, a ball would "roll along the landscape,"from any initial point 2, in a
way that correspondsto the way the physical system would evolve from the
physical state correspondingto p.
Connectionist systems are naturally describable, mathematically, as
dynamical systems. The state space of a network is its "activation space"
(which has as many dimensionsas the networkhas nodes), and the dynamical
system associated with the networkis its "activationlandscape."In connectionist models, cognitive processing is typically construedas evolution along
the activationlandscapefrom one point in activationspace to another-where
at least the beginning and end points are interpretedas realizing intentional
states.
So in terms of the mathematicsof dynamics,occurrentcognitive states are
realized mathematically as points on the activation landscape, which are then

realized physically as distributedpatterns of activation in the nodes of the
network. Morphological content-the information implicit "in the
weights"-is embodied in the topographicalcontours of the network's highdimensional activationlandscape.Thus, the various superimposedslopes on
the activation landscape subserve trajectoriesfrom one occurrentcognitive
state to anotherthat automaticallyaccommodatethe morphologicalcontent.
From this mathematicalperspective, traininga network is a matter of (i)
molding the activationlandscape,therebyinducing new topological contours
embodying new morphological content, while simultaneously (ii) refining
the cognitive/mathematicalrealizationrelationwhereby intentionalstates get
realized mathematicallyas points on the landscape.(The weight-changetraining proceduresemployed in connectionistmodeling bring about a controlled
co-evolution of these two factors.) Once a network has been successfully
"trainedup" to performan information-processingtask, the system's temporal trajectoriesfrom one occurrentintentionalstate to anotherwill automatically accommodatethe relevantmorphologicalcontent.
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Horgan and Tienson (1994, 1996) describe a non-classical frameworkfor
cognitive science they call the dynamical cognition framework (the DC
framework).This alternativeapproachoffers an answer, in principle, to the
question, "How could the holistic, Quineian/isotropic,aspects of cognitive
processes like belief fixationbe accommodatedautomaticallyand morphologically, ratherthan by computationallymanipulatingexplicit representations
of all relevantinformation?"The answeris this:
In principle,Quineian/isotropicinformationcould be embodied morphologicallyin the complex
and subtle topography of a high-dimensional activation landscape subserved by the human
central nervous system. Given a sufficiently nuanced realizationrelation from cognitive states
to points on this landscape,the landscape's multifarious,superimposed,topographicalcontours
guaranteethat the cognitive system's transitionsfrom one occurrentcognitive state to another
are automatically appropriatenot only to the explicit content of these occurrent states themselves, but also to very large amountsof implicit Quineian/isotropicinformation.

As we remarkedabove, we know of no extant connectionist models that
come anywhere close to dealing with frame-type problems of the kind
routinely encountered in real human cognition, and we know of no good
reason to think that currentmodels are likely to "scale up" in any straightforward way. Nevertheless, the DC framework offers a general, and not
implausible, answer to the extremely dauntingquestion of how the holistic
aspects of belief fixation could be handled in an essentially morphological
way. The classical computationalapproachis no longer "the only game in
town" in cognitive science; and, whereas frame-type problems look quite
intractablefrom within the classical framework,the DC frameworksuggests
the outlines of a solution.'2

12

What about the well known argumentin Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988), to the effect that
connectionist systems must either (i) exhibit the fatal inadequacies of traditional
associationism (by eschewing language-like mental representationsthat are subjected to
structure-sensitive processing), or (ii) merely constitute an implementation of the
classical computational approach? The DC framework, as described by Horgan and
Tienson, avoids both horns of this dilemma. On one hand, the DC frameworkendorses a
(nonclassical) "language of thought," with structure-sensitive processing of languagelike mental representations.But on the other hand, it deviates from classicism by denying
that cognitive processing conforms to programmable rules for manipulating these
representationson the basis of their syntactic structure.Cognitive state-transitionscan fail
to conform to such representation-levelprogrammablerules even if they are realized by
state-transitions that do conform to programmable rules at sub-cognitive,
implementational, levels of description (as do the sub-cognitive state-transitionsof the
connectionist systems that are simulated on standard computers). Basically, this is
because the realization relation from cognitive to mathematicalstates can be so complex
and subtle that the property of tractable computability, for state transitions, fails to
"transferupward" from sub-cognitive levels to the cognitive level of description. For
further discussion of these matters, see Horgan and Tienson (1996, pp. 63-67) and
Horgan (1997b).
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111.3. PT Rejected.
As we arguedin section 111.1,the apparentmoral of frame-typeproblems in
computational cognitive science is that the holistic, Quineian/isotropic,
aspects of cognitive processing are not subserved by processes that update
beliefs (and other informational states) in a manner that is occurrently
isomorphic to holistic normative-justificatoryrelations among these items.
This kind of occurrentisomorphismbetween normative-justificatory
relations
and psychological processing is just not possible. Rather,the holistic aspects
of cognitive tasks like belief fixation are primarily subserved morphologically: cognitive transitionsare automaticallyappropriateto large amounts of
implicit informationand to holistic normative-justificatoryrelations involving that information. The holistic aspects of cognitive processing must be
subserved morphologically; this is an essential aspect of Nature's "design
solution"to the problemof avoiding frame-likebreakdownsin humancognition, and to the closely related problem of managing significant inductive
reasoning without intractability.The DC framework for cognitive science
explains, in broadterms, how this essentially morphologicalmode of belieffixation is possible.
This picture of cognitive processing is importantly different from the
picture provided by PT. PT requires, as a condition of a belief's being
justified, that it be causally generated and sustained by processes that are
occurrently isomorphic to the normative-justificatorysupport relations that
this belief bears to other intentional states of the cognitive system, and that
these processes be consciously accessible. But according to the alternative
picture, certaincrucially important,holistic, normative-justificatoryrelations
among the cognitive system's intentional states are not-and cannot besubserved by occurrentlyisomorphic psychological processes; instead, they
are, and must be, subservedby processes in which much of the epistemically
relevant information is accommodated morphologically. Thus PT(2) is
violated.
This kind of cognitive processing is also at odds with the psychological
pictureprovidedby each of the fallbackvariantsof PT, viz., PT-oi, PT-p, and
PT-oi/p. Since PT-oi retains condition PT(2), the remarksin the preceding
paragraphapply directly, mutatis mutandis. PT-p and PT-oi/p both impose
the following requirementas a condition for a belief's being justified: if the
cognitive processing that generatesor sustainsthe belief relies upon morphological content, then this processing must be a proceduralized shortcut
version of a form of processing that (1) could have occurredin the cognitive
system, and (2) would be occurrentlyisomorphic to normative-justificatory
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supportrelations. This condition too is violated, if indeed holistic evidential
factorscan only be accommodatedmorphologically,not occurrently.'3
What about conscious accessibility of epistemically relevant information
and of evidential support-relations,as requiredby PT and by PT-p (although
not by PT-oi or PT-oi/p)?In characterizingPT-p in section II, we pointed out
that even information that is accommodated procedurally during belieffixation sometimes can be accessible anyway: sometimes the agent has the
capacity to representthe information occurrentlyand consciously after the
fact, in subsequent cognitive processing aimed at explicitly articulatingthe
justification for the belief. The same point applies to information that is
accommodated morphologically during belief-fixation: in principle, some
such informationcan be accessible for purposes of subsequentjustificationgiving. 4 However, states of conscious awareness are all occurrent mental
states; hence, any information that is accessible to consciousness must be
information that can be explicitly representedin occurrentcognitive states.
But on the psychological picture we have been describing, the holistic,
Quineian/isotropic,evidentialrelationsinvolved in belief-fixationcan only be
accommodatedmorphologically, ratherthan being explicitly representedin
occurrentcognitive states. For the most part, then, such evidential relations
are inaccessible to consciousness;facts thatcannotbe explicitly representedat
all cannot be explicitly representedconsciously.'5 In short, the reasons why
13
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This condition is also violated, it should be noted, by a form of processing that is allowed
for under the liberalized construal of PT-oi/p that we mentioned in note 9-viz.,
processing in which certain epistemically-involved information is accommodated
implicitly in a hardwired "shortcut" algorithm, and the system cannot execute a
corresponding "longhand"algorithm employing that information in explicit, occurrent,
form. However, in cases where a cognitive capacity has been produced by the
evolutionary installation of a hardwired shorthand algorithm for computing a given
tractably-computablecognitive transition-function,that same capacity presumably could
have been producedinstead by the evolutionaryinstallationof a correspondinglonghand
algorithm for computing the same function. A cognitive system employing the longhand
algorithm would be, as one might say, a biologically feasible variant of the actual
cognitive system. So all the members of the PT family of prototheories, including the
liberalized construal of PT-oi/p, impose the following requirementas a condition for a
belief's being justified: if the cognitive processing that generates or sustains the belief
relies upon morphologicalcontent, then this processing must be a proceduralizedshortcut
version of a form of processing that (1) could have occurredin the cognitive system or in
a biologically feasible variant of it, and (2) would be occurrently isomorphic to
normative-justificatorysupportrelations. This weakened condition too is violated by the
picture of cognitive processing we have described in this section, because according to
the DC framework,for any biologically feasible cognitive system with a large-scale set
of beliefs, holistic evidential factors can only be accommodated morphologically, not
occurrently.
This is to be expected, since procedural information is just a special case of
morphologicalinformation.
To be sure, holistic evidential factors often can be occurrently and consciously represented in a sketchy way. Often we can articulatespecific facts that bear on the cogency
of a given inductive inference, and often we can say something too about the all-thingsICEBERGEPISTEMOLOGY 521

this alternative picture of belief-fixation violates the conditions on beingjustified imposed by PT(2) are also reasons why the picture violates the
conditions imposed by PT(1) too.'6
It is worth addingthatthereare additionalreasons for being dubiousabout
PT's accessibility requirement,having to do with the causal generation of
perceptualbeliefs. It is plausible that much epistemically relevant information-for instance, about ambientlight-levels-is accommodatedin perceptual belief-fixationwithout being either consciously noticed or accessible for
subsequentconscious retrieval.'7To some extent, of course, this point can be
acknowledgedand incorporatedby the fallback positions PT-oi and PT-oi/p.
Given the essentially morphological nature of belief fixation, on the other
hand, it is a plausibleconjecturethatcertainepistemicallyimportantinformation that gets unconsciously taken into account in the rapid, automatic,
generationof perceptualbeliefs is accommodatedin a way that (i) is morphological ratherthan occurrent,(ii) is not a proceduralizedshortcutfor perceptual processing that is occurrentlyisomorphic to the relevant justificatorysupport relations, and hence (iii) is essentially morphological. (Think, for
instance, of recognizing a partially obscured object, or of understanding
sentences pronouncedin a very thick foreign accent.'8)I.e., it is plausiblethat
such perceptualbelief formation can only be accomplished via reliance on
morphological content. To the extent this is so, such processing violates not
only what is requiredfor being justified by PT and PT-p, but also what is
requiredby the fallbacksthatdo not demandaccessibility,PT-oi and PT-oi/p.
In closing section III, let us comment on the overall dialectical structure
of our argument against PT and its kin. We maintain that the frame-type
problemsencounteredin classical cognitive science providea strongreasonto
maintain that the holistic, Quineian/isotropic,aspects of belief-fixation are
accommodatedin an essentially morphologicalway in humancognition. We
also maintain that this conclusion is furtherreinforced by the in-principle
account of such essentially morphologicalprocessing that is provided by the
DC framework.But it should be noted that the appeal to the DC framework
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considered plausibility of the inference. But normally,what is articulablein this way falls
far short of a full-fledged reconstructionof the complete evidential basis for the inference, with all the Quineian/isotropic factors fully spelled out. What is consciously
accessible is just the tip of the evidential iceberg.
As a referee has pointed out, Polanyi (1958) already argued that unconscious
psychological processes figure in the fixation of beliefs, includingjustified beliefs. It is an
interesting question, which we will not pursue here, to what extent Polanyi's arguments
point toward a conception of belief fixation like the one we have set forth here, which
conflicts radically with PT(2) in additionto conflicting with PT(1). Primafacie, Polanyi's
notion of tacit knowledge has affinities with morphologicalcontent.
See, for instance, Henderson(1994b, 1995).
Such examples suggest that perceptually generated spontaneous beliefs often are not
"modular" in Fodor's sense, and that often their generation too involves holistic,
Quineian/isotropic,factors.
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is not essential here. Even those who are thoroughlydubious about connectionism could accept the argumentfrom frame-typeproblems to the conclusion thatprocesses like belief-fixationmust somehow be essentially morphological-and hence thatPT and kin must be repudiated.
Furthermore,even if one has doubts about the argumentfrom frame-type
problems to the claim that belief fixation is essentially morphological, one
still should take seriously the implications of this claim for epistemology.
For at the very least, the considerationswe have canvassed in this section do
show that the truthof the claim is a viable empirical possibility-and hence
that the falsity of PT and kin is also a viable empirical possibility. This
alreadyis reason enough to make the claim relevantto epistemology.
IV. The Large-Scale Features of an Alternative Approach to
the Structure of Justification
Psychological theses of the sort just presented do have epistemological
consequences. As noted earlier,being justified (as opposed to merely having
justification)turnson the causal dependencyrelationsexhibited in an agent's
belief generating and sustaining processes; thus, accounts of being justified
purportto provide accounts of how our cognitive processes should work. To
the extent that epistemological standardsapplicable to a system ("oughts")
should be attuned to capacities and possible capacities of that system (to
"cans," and this will soon be argued for), accounts of being justified also
must be in tune with how our cognitive processes can work. As a result,
empirical findings to the effect that we are so constitutedthat our cognitive
processes work, indeedmust work, along very differentlines from those urged
in an epistemological account tend to underminethat account. That is, the
sort of results surveyed in the previous section serve as constraintson appropriate epistemological accounts. A deeper appreciationof these constraints,
and of the relation between epistemological "oughts" and psychological
"cans,"can be had by reflectionon the natureof appropriateepistemological
standards.
Epistemic standardsfor how we oughtto reason are standardsfor when we
will have performed our epistemic tasks well, and for when we then
justifiably hold certain beliefs; such standardsmust make sense in terms of
our epistemic ends. It is such ends-principally the end of producing a
systematic and true belief-system-that distinguish the associated epistemic
standardsfrom othernorms,say of prudentialrationalitygenerally.Epistemic
standardscharacterizeappropriateways of pursuing these ends. Of course,
what is appropriatein the pursuitof given ends is partiallya function of the
capacities, or possible capacities, of the relevant systems."9 Thus, the
19

Rambo may perhaps most deter neighborhood crime by intimidating would be
malefactors-doing pushups in his front yard dressed in full battle gear, and periodically
firing automatic weapons into the air, as recommendedby the NRA-but most of us do
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epistemic norms that are appropriateto us humans have to do with how we
can best (or at least reasonablyeffectively) pursue our epistemic goals.2"1To
formulate appropriatestandards,then, we must keep in mind not just the
sorts of content relations that might obtain among the information-carrying
states that systems such as ourselves can have, but also how such systems
can process such informationin content-appropriateways. In these respects,
the appropriateepistemic normsmust be tailoredto the agents for which they
are to serve as standards.This is why, in epistemology as elsewhere, "ought
implies can." The central point is that appropriate standards for strong
epistemic justification,sometimes called warrant,must characterizeeffective
"engineering solutions" for the systems in question-typically humanswith respect to epistemic tasks needful in the pursuitof our generalepistemic
goals.21 An effective engineering solution, if there is one, will be a process
by which the system in question can manage such a task. One might even,
with Plantinga(1993b), say that our epistemic standardshave to do with the
"properfunctioning" of a cognitive system, but we would caution against
Plantinga'stight associationof properfunctioningwith a "designplan."22
In view of these points, we can formulate the implications of the last
section. We have noted that broadlyempiricalresults regardingthe natureof
our psychological capacities, and how we may manage epistemic tasks, serve
as a constrainton epistemological accounts.Now we find that considerations
from cognitive science strongly suggest that our capacities are such that we
cannot undergothe sorts of processes requiredby epistemic theories embracing the PT family of prototheories(PT, PT-p, PT-oi, and PT-oi/p). Thus, the
PT family of prototheories make for inappropriate standards for being
justified, for such standardswould not be appropriatelytailoredto us as epistemic agents. In effect, they would requirepsychological processes to mirror
evidential support-relations in ways to which actual belief-formation
processes generally cannot conform. Happily, there are modes of processing
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not have the capacity to present such an imposing front and would do better setting up a
neighborhoodwatch program.
Henderson (1994a, 1994b) develops this understanding of appropriate epistemic
standards in writing of "epistemic competence." Of course, the general approach to
epistemic standards is related to Goldman's (1992a, 1992b) notion of "strong
justification," and somewhat more distantly to Plantinga's (1993) notion of "proper
functioning."Our thoughts have also been influencedby Cherniak(1986).
We should add that the needed notion of an "engineering solution" does not require a
literal or figurativeengineer in the etiology of the processing-capacitiesin question
One way that the "designplan" association goes wrong is in associating warrantor strong
justification with standardsset by a literal designer-a deity or systems engineer-or an
analogous process-evolution setting a genetic plan for a class of standardorganisms.
For example, we believe that Swamp Thing, were there such a thing, could not only have
beliefs and desires, but could also share our epistemic ends and have justified beliefs.
What is important here is that, from the point of view of our epistemic goals, the
designerless processing that Swamp Thing employs be effective.
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that allow us to manage our epistemic tasks. These then provide more effective and appropriateengineering solutions-and understandingthem should
lead us to reconceive of how cognitive processes must mirror support
relationsin orderfor beliefs to be justified.
It will occur to some to try to evade the constraintsemployed above by
insisting that epistemological accounts are to provide a characterizationof
what cognitive processing would have to be like for an agent to be justified
in holding a given belief, and thatsuch accountscan be indifferentto whether
we humans(or any otherphysically realizablesystem, for that matter)are, or
even could be, justified in holding any belief at all. Suppose one insists that
PT (or something closely related) characterizesthe processing that is necessary for being justified, being indifferentto whether we can conform to PT.
On the basis of the previous section, one who adoptedsuch a position would
need to conclude that human beings (and like finite systems) cannot be
justified. In honor of an influentialproponentof such a line, we might call
this "pullinga BonJour,"recallingBonJour'srecognitionthat humanscannot
survey theirfull belief set for coherence(as his accountwould require)and his
reluctantconclusion that we are consequently never actuallyjustified in our
empirical beliefs (1985, p. 152). Pulling a BonJouris implausible and unsatisfactory. For, as we have seen, the principle that epistemological "oughts"
should be attuned to "cans" is rooted in the nature and point of epistemic
standards.
Although we must reject those elements of epistemologies that suggest
PT and kin, we can yet learn from such theories. One way of conceiving of
what they can teach us is as follows. Commonly, philosophers have
attempted to use justification giving as a model for being justified, as
described earlier (GM). At the very least, this provides some insight into
some of the informationthat is relevant to having and being justified. However, reflecting systematically on the kind of information that is epistemically relevant to a given belief, but very unsystematically on the sorts of
processing that might be sensitive to such information,epistemologists have
commonly fallen into thinking in terms of models of justification that seem
impossible for cognitive systems like ourselves to satisfy. They have been
abetted in so doing by a traditionthat makes internalismparticularlynatural
(Plantinga 1993a). Still, their reflection seems to have uncovered tasks with
which a desirableepistemic system would need to deal. We are then put in an
awkwardposition. On the one hand,we need to honorthe epistemic desirability of dealing with the tasks in question by insisting that being justified
requires systems to deal with the informationwhose relevance has just been
recognized. On the otherhand,we must avoid makingunreasonabledemands
on creatures such as ourselves. However, the problem dissolves when we
better appreciatehow we might manage the epistemic tasks in question. We
can both continue to recognize the importanceof the informationand tasks
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that seem needful epistemically and, at the same time, be psychologically
reasonablein our epistemic demands-provided we are willing to abandonthe
common assumption that the tasks must be addressed by processing that
conforms to the PT family of prototheories.Thus, in the space that remains,
we sketch an understandingof the sort of epistemology that emerges from
taking seriously the psychological views advancedin the previous section.
One of the most striking positive epistemological lessons to emerge is
that the accessible states that are the focus of traditionalepistemology, and
that exhaust the epistemologically relevant states accordingto PT and PT-p,
are themselves just a properpart of what is in play as we manage epistemologically needful tasks and deal with epistemically importantinformation.In
doing a good epistemological job, our belief generating and sustaining
processes must deal with informationwithout that informationbeing represented in occurrent states. They do this by employing information in the
form of morphological content, and much of this is not accessible. As
explained, such processes are crucialfor our tractablymanagingthe isotropic
and Quineianelements of belief fixation.Accordingly, an account of how we
can be justified in holding beliefs will need to reflect the way in which we
can and must employ inaccessible as well as accessible information in
managing our epistemic tasks. An account of properepistemic functioning,
an account of our epistemic competence, must recognize this full range of
epistemic action.
Recognizing the full range does not precludelegitimateepistemic concern
for, and focus on, certaincomponentsof thatprocessing.In particular,it does
not imply that accessible states do not remaina worthy subject for epistemic
focus. To the extent that such states and transitions among them are an
importantcomponent of our epistemic competence, as they surely are, there
are reasons for making them one special focus of our epistemology. Nothing
we have said here remotely indicates that the component of our cognitive
processing involving occurrentand accessible states is merely epiphenomenal. As indicatedin the previous section, such reasoning will be informedby
inarticulateand commonly inarticulableprocesses turningon morphological
content (as articulateinductiondepends on not fully articulablemanagement
of the isotropic and Quineian elements of belief fixation). But, such
nonautonomy does not imply epistemic insignificance. Such processing
causally influences the beliefs we possess and may function to further our
epistemic interests in various ways, compatible with the points we have
made regardingthe importanceof inarticulateand not fully accessible processing.

Sometimes, for example, processing with a salient articulateor accessible
component may address tasks that are given parallel and complementary
treatment in largely inaccessible processing. For example, expert chess
playersevince andreportrelativelyquick and generallyeffective capacitiesfor
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recognizing situations and candidate strategies. The processes involved
presumablyemploy much morphologicalcontent and seem largely inarticulate and inaccessible. On the other hand, these experts also reportthe usefulness of complementary articulate spot-checking of strategies, serving as a
filter on some of the more prominentcandidatestrategies. In a similar way,
while that component of our processing that is accessible cannot provide for
all our epistemic tasks (and generallywill itself depend on much inaccessible
processing), still, it commonly has the advantageof affordingus fairly robust
self-checking and self-regulation. For example, to some extent, we can
monitorourselves in cases where we generalizefrom samples. We may check
certaincases to insure that we have not been moved by samples that we have
little reason to believe are representative. We can articulately regulate
ourselves to be more attentive to sample bias. In this fashion, we may
perhaps shape somewhat some of the inarticulate processes on which we
must rely, while those processes will in turn continue to inform the accessible componentof our processing.
The voluntarism debates associated with Alston (1985) are beside the
point when thinkingof accessible-level processing as just done. We may not
so much choose what to believe as how to reason at this accessible level.
Yet, to the limited extent that we can do this much, we have a purchasefor
epistemic improvement-and thus a strong motivation for epistemic focus.
While not yielding a full understandingof what makes for justifiably or
warrantedlyholding various beliefs, our understandingof epistemic competence at the accessible-levelmay certainlyhave special epistemicpayoff.
Anotherreasonfor devoting some special attentionto articulableprocesses
arises when we think in terms of social epistemology-our interests in the
cooperative production of a system of true beliefs. If we are to learn from
each other, and to help each otherlearn, we must be able to access each other
as sources of information, and to access packages of information that are
provided. If we are to work together, we will want to inform each other's
reasoningin variousrespects.But, in orderfor multiple-personinteractionsto
be effective in transmittingreliable information (as opposed to scurrilous
gossip, unreliablerumor,narrow-mindedprejudice,and the like), these interactions will need to conformto certainepistemic norms governing accessible
psychological phenomena-norms that determine, for instance, when it is
reasonableto requestfrom anotherperson an explicit justificationfor a claim
the other has made, and what counts as an adequate response to such a
request.23Reflecting on the myriad ways in which we manage such things
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Some of these concerns are reflected nicely in Miller (1995). Alston's reflections (1989,
pp. 234-36) on the source of the concern for accessibility seem to anticipateroughly the
reasons for that concern we mention here.
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gives ample reason for making the giving and eliciting of reasons-and a
fortiori articulableprocesses-one focus of our epistemology.
We then are led to at least two legitimate epistemological foci within a
general account of our epistemic competence. It must be emphasized that
these are complementary,not competing,foci within a unified account of our
full epistemic competence.First, there is the full set of epistemically relevant
states and processes, the wide focus. Second, there is the focus on accessible
states and the articulablecomponentof our cognitive processes. The analogy
of an iceberg suggests itself here. The wide-focus processes are the whole ball
of ice. But, just as only a small portion of an iceberg is visible from above
the water, so only a portionof those processes are classically accessible; call
these "exposed processes."24The exposed processes cannot be understood
without appreciatingthe wide-focus processes, of which they are a component, much as the behavior of the exposed ice cannot be understoodwithout
appreciatingthe glacial mass of which it is a part.We may have reasons for
giving special attentionto the exposed ice-for example, it serves as a ready
indicatorof the presence of the rest, and it may provide bases for study and
intervention.We have indicatedsome epistemic parallels-for example, that
exposed cognitive processingmay providespecial opportunitiesfor self-regulation. Adopting these metaphors,we call ours iceberg epistemology.
Among the most intriguingaspects of iceberg epistemology is the way in
which various themes that are traditionallyassociated with competing epistemological accounts naturallycome to be seen as complementarywhen we
think in terms of varying our focus. We then can learn from and find partial
vindicationof themes dearto the heartsof coherentists,foundationalists,even
contextualists.
Thus, consider (the full set of) wide-focus processes. We have arguedthat
these must be recognized in orderto understandhow we cognitively manage
the isotropic and Quineianelements of our belief-fixing processes. In doing
so, we come to appreciatejust how importantmorphological content is to
our epistemic competence. This allows us to salvage elements of coherentism. In effect, coherentistssuch as BonJour(1985) reflected on the kinds of
informationthat are relevant to the justification of various beliefs, and quite
properlywere led to appreciatethe in principleexceedingly ramifiedcharacter
of those relevance relations.Dealing with such relevance relations,somehow
taking account of them, and somehow taking care that one's set of relevant
beliefs is itself in order,were then recognized as epistemic tasks of the first
importance.These tasks are associatedwith all, or most, more particularepistemic tasks. Such characteristiccoherentisticthemesreceive vindication.
24
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An "exposed process" is the analog of being roughly at or above the water line. The
analogy is apt in that to be exposed is not to be accessed, but to be accessible. To be
above the water line is to be readily visible, not necessarily to be glimpsed.
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On the other hand, BonJour, for example, falls into thinking that these
tasks would need to be managed by some form of occurrent surveying of
one's entire set of beliefs. He rightlyfinds this intractable,and ends in a quiet
skepticism. We can now see that BonJour'sidentificationof coherentistepistemic tasks was on track,and it was his understandingof how we might pull
these off that was too limited. This is something of a partial vindication of
coherentism.What is vindicatedis the epistemic importanceof beliefs being
conditionedby informationthatis so ramifiedthat one's global informational
possession, and its global features, seem implicated.25One thing that is not
vindicatedis the traditionalcoherentistidea that all the justificatoryaction is
a matter of relations between belief states (traditionallyconceived). More
generally, the limitation of epistemically relevant states in keeping with
PT(1) is rejected. We can understandhow we might manage to employ the
mass of relevant informationthat BonJour's coherentism would suggest as
relevant, but we can only do this when giving up the suggestion that this
informationis all encoded in traditionallyunderstoodbelief-states, or even in
accessible statesmore generally.26
A different structure seems characteristic of the exposed epistemic
processes. For, while this processing will be conditioned by the processing
that is not exposed, it will itself have a less ramified structure that aptly
might be describedas quasi-foundationalist.Recall Audi's characterizationof
the generation of justified empirical beliefs: he describes a simple development, with perceptual states directly generating perceptual beliefs (basic
25
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A more standardformulationwould be to say that "one's global belief-set, and its global
feature, seems implicated." However, we have argued that our cognitive system
possesses and employs much informationin the form of morphological content. It is an
open question just how much of this is properly spoken of as a matter of beliefs we
possess. The nonstandardformulationis intended to bracket this question. However, as
the text reflects, it is fairly clear that the relevant informationalcontent is not limited to
traditionallyunderstoodbelief-states.
The structureof supportrelations within the wide-focus processes need not be wholly a
matter of global coherence relations. When we flesh out our understanding of these
processes, foundationalist themes may find some place along side the important
Quineian/isotropic features we have discussed. Such a partial vindication of
foundationalist themes seems likely to the extent that we would count particularly
rudimentaryinput states serving as inarticulable bases, conditioning other states while
themselves being largely unconditionedby other informationalstates, as providing such a
vindication. If this line of thought were developed, one would likely end with a very
nontraditionalintermingling of coherentist and foundationalistthemes: on the one hand,
all normatively appropriate beliefs, and much (or even all) normatively appropriate
morphologicalcontent, would receive some epistemic supportfrom their place within the
global system of psychological states; while, on the other hand, certain kinds of nonbelief psychological states-in particular,certain occurrentstates that figure causally as
inputs to perceptualprocessing, provide some degree of non-coherentisticbasis for other
states (e.g., to certaincognitively spontaneousbeliefs). This sort of possibility is similar in
spirit to the approachto the structureof justification suggested in Haack (1993); see also
note 28 below.
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beliefs), followed by the more complex generation of nonbasic beliefs.
Earlier, we noted that much informationthat rightfully influences epistemic
processing is omittedfrom this story aboutthe generationof perceptualstates
and perceptualbeliefs. However, takenas a properpartof the epistemic story,
one focused on exposed processes, there may be little wrong with this. The
dependency relations within the exposed processes seem commonly to have
just such a structure. That is, in the model cases, where the unexposed
processes do not throw up special considerations to attend to, the exposed
processingwill commonly have such a directphenomenologicalcharacter.
However, this vindication of foundationalism is partial (as it was for
coherentism). The reason is not just that the exposed processes, with which
this vindicationis concerned,can only be partof the epistemologicalaccount.
Additionally, even at this exposed level, foundationalistthemes are imperfectly vindicated. Foundationalismis commonly understoodas an answer to
the regress argument.It is recognized that the justificationof one belief often
turns on other beliefs, and that these beliefs must themselves be justified if
they are to provide justification. Accordingly, a belief that is justified in
terms of others seems to initiate a regress of justification. In the classical
argument,what is at issue is the structureof this justificatory regress. It is
arguedthat it cannotbe eithercircularor infinite. So it is concludedthat there
must be basic beliefs, stopping places, whose justification does not turn on
other beliefs. This is the central tenet of foundationalism.However, if there
are to be such basic beliefs, whose status as such is not mysterious, they
must constitute a homogeneous class (or small set of homogeneous classes)
having propertiesthat give them their status. The class of perceptualbeliefs
(as characterizedby Audi and many others) has provided the most obvious
candidate.The idea is that such beliefs are of a sort typically arising directly
from subdoxastic perceptualstates-the belief that there is a brown chair in
front of me, that there is a North American Goatsuckeron the overhanging
branch, or that a car is entering my driveway. It is thought that, when
spawned by perceptualstates, beliefs with such content arejustified independently of other beliefs. While this may characterizethe typical structureof
justificatoryprocessing within the exposed processes, it ultimatelyonly characterizesthe typical cases-and therewill be extraordinarycases. As a result,
the foundationalistthemes only get partialvindication.
To see why the homogeneity theme of foundationalistsis vindicatedonly
a
as rough approximation,recall that wide-focus processing influences the
exposed processing. This produces an importantdiversity in the structureof
exposed processes having to do with perceptual beliefs. In an inarticulate
way, we may be sensitive to variousrelevantinformationthat conditions our
generationof perceptualbeliefs. In most cases, the standardor normalcases,
this information may remain largely inarticulate.However, in some cases,
"caution flags" may be thrown up by non-exposed processes, so that, even
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within the exposed-processing, the perceptual belief may arise justifiably
only with the midwifery of furtherbeliefs. For example, as a noted ornithologist, Willardmay occasionally find himself with a belief that there is North
American Goatsucker on the overhanging branch. In most cases this may
arise "directly,"in that, focusing on exposed processes, we would correctly
say it arises out of antecedentperceptualstates without the involvement of
other doxastic states. In other cases, however, a perceptuallyspawned belief
with just that content may turn on other beliefs operating within Willard's
exposed processes, beliefs whose place in that processing is fostered by the
non-exposed processing. For example, knowledge of the range of the Goatsucker, and of one's rough location, may enter into a quick judgment of the
likelihood of encounteringsuch a bird-and this may play a crucial role in
generatingWillard'sjustified belief thatthereis one on thatbranch.
In any case, as the result of conditioning by unexposed processes, the
structure of justificatory exposed processing will turn out to be a rather
rough-hewn or irregularaffair. The class of stopping places will be rather
more heterogeneousthan foundationalistswould expect; and, insofar as one
considers exposed processes only, some stoppingplaces will seem somewhat
arbitrary.27 A given perceptualbelief will serve as a stopping place in one
instance (e.g., the belief is cognitively spontaneous, and the agent experiences no accompanying sense of uncertainty), while another perceptual
belief-even one with the same content and held by the same agent-will be
in need of furthersupportwithin exposed processes (e.g., because an accompanying sense of uncertainty, a "caution flag," has been thrust into
consciousness by unexposedprocesses). Insofaras standardcases fit the foundationalistmold, it seems properto call the resulting normativestructureof
exposed processing quasi-foundationalist or ceteris-paribus foundationalism.

It is worth noting that one line of thought associated with what is called
contextualist epistemology has been that, while the regress of justification
comes to an end, the regress stoppers are a heterogeneous lot. Timmons
(1993) refers to this as structuralcontextualism, and Henderson (1994b)
argues that an appropriatetheory of epistemic competence will vindicate
structuralcontextualism. The above remarks on the partial vindication of
foundationalismpoint in just this direction.
Of course, exposed states and processes are just the tip of the iceberg of
epistemically involved psychological states and processes. Thus, beliefs that
are quasi-foundational and contextually basic with respect to exposed
processes can still possess-and in general will possess-epistemic support
from other psychological states within the full iceberg. For one thing, such
beliefs typically will receive epistemic supportby way of their situatedness
in a system of pervasive, holistic, mutual support among items in the full
27

These themes are developed in more detail in Henderson(1994b).
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iceberg-just as each entry in a crosswordpuzzle receives supportfrom the
overall mutual fit of all the entries with one another.Coherentistic themes,
applicable to the iceberg as a whole, thus link up nicely with foundational
and contextualist themes that apply to exposed states and processes. In
addition, the complete iceberg might well include occurrent non-belief
psychological states that contributefairly direct epistemic support (perhaps
via the mediation of morphologicalcontent) to beliefs that are quasi-foundational at the exposed level-just as an entry in a crossword puzzle receives
fairly directsupportfrom an associatedclue.28
In summary, we began by pointing out that philosophers have come to
recognize that an agent's beingjustified in holding a given belief requiresthat
the belief arise or be sustainedby the right sort of cognitive processes-ones
that "mirror"the epistemicallyimportantstructureof supportrelationswithin
the informationthe agent possesses. This recognition,which reflects the pretheoreticconcept of being justified, leads to the difficultquestion of just what
sort of mirroring is needed.29We then set out a family of answers to this
question that we believe has influenced and has been presupposedin much
contemporary epistemology-the PT family. PT and its kin purport to
characterize what epistemically virtuous psychological processing is, and
must be, like. At least in the full dress version, for a cognitive process to
mirrornormative supportrelations in the right way, that process must turn
on accessible states causally interactingin the form of occurrentstates, and
this interaction of occurrent states must be isomorphic to the structureof
content relations featured in the agent's having justification. Variations on
PT emphasize certainelements and weaken others.However, in an important
respect, the variantseach hold to the centralidea that epistemically requisite
mirroring is a matter of occurrent isomorphism, even when they do not
require processing that fully realizes such occurrentisomorphism. That is,
28

29
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The crossword puzzle metaphoris due to Haack (1993), who defends a view about the
global structureof justificationthat she calls 'foundherentism'.Foundherentismresembles
traditional coherentism in its emphasis on the holistic nature of epistemic support
relations, but it rejects the traditionalcoherentist idea that beliefs are the only kinds of
psychological states involved in such relations, and also rejects the idea that all epistemic
support is (or is derivative from) holistic coherence relations among the set of
epistemically involved states (cf. note 26). Certain non-belief states, such as occurrent
experiential states, can play a role too, analogous to the role played by the clues in a
crossword puzzle.
From the wide, whole-ball-of-ice, perspective within iceberg epistemology, such
occurrentstates are likely to occur below the level of consciousness, or anyway to occur
so fleetingly that they cannot be subsequentlyremembered.For discussion of cases where
fleeting, subsequently inaccessible, occurrent states of awareness contribute epistemic
support (probably via morphological content) to a cognitively spontaneous perceptual
belief, see Henderson (1994b).
In our view, the answer to this question is left somewhat open by the pre-theoretic
concept of being justified, and thus is partly an empirical matter. In this respect the
concept of being justified resembles natural-kindconcepts, like the concept water.
DAVID HENDERSONAND TERRENCEHORGAN

even in those variants that do not require processing that is occurrently
isomorphic to the normative support relations (PT-p, PT-oi/p) there is at
least the requirementthat the processing employed is, in effect, a shorthand
version of occurrently isomorphic processing which could have been
instanced instead. We then set out lessons emerging out of recent cognitive
science; these tell us that human cognitive capacities crucially depend on
processes that are radicallydifferentfrom the sorts of processes enshrinedin
PT and kin. To cope with the Quineianand isotropic aspects of cognition, we
do and must employ much informationin the form of morphologicalcontent.
If our norms for being justified are to be appropriateto the sorts of cognitive
systems that we are, they must allow for our managing our epistemological
chores by relying on this sort of processing. Thus, presumingPT has foisted
on epistemologists a distortedunderstandingof the way in which an agent's
cognitive processes should mirrorthe dependencyrelationsbetween informational states that commonly are recognized as epistemically significant. The
processes we describe would evince causal or counterfactualdependencies
between informationalstates that do mirrorcontentfully appropriatesupport
relations, but do so without occurrentisomorphism(and without what would
merely be a shorthandstand-infor occurrentisomorphism).This, we think, is
all that should be demandedin the way of mirroring-all that can appropriately be demandedin our epistemic norms. Finally, on this line of thought,
there will be multiple foci of epistemic interest. And these differing foci
allow the partial vindication of epistemic approaches that previously have
been commonly seen as competing. A wide focus accommodatescoherentist
themes. A narrowfocus leads to a quasi-foundationalist,structuralcontextualist, view. Both foci are appropriate,and the supportedviews are not competing. Beliefs that are contextuallybasic and quasi-foundationalwithin the tip
of the iceberg can be epistemically supportedwithin the total iceberg-by
virtue of their position within an epistemically coherent whole, and perhaps
in other ways as well.30

30
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